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Abstract--The present paper reviews some recent advances in the solution of time dependent 
problems by using boundary elements. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
The boundary element method (BEM) is now a well established technique for numerical 
solution of engineering problems[l,2]. It is a combination of classical boundary integral 
equation methods with interpolation concepts originated with finite elements. The new 
method has the advantage of presenting a reduced number of unknowns, viz. domain 
techniques (i.e. finite differences and finite elements), as boundary elements require only 
the definition of the unknowns on the surface of the domain. This characteristic results 
in a reduced amount of data required to run a problem, which in turn makes BEM very 
suitable for implementation with computer aided design systems. 
Although the above characteristic appears to be the main advantage of the new method 
from the view point of the industrial user, BEM also gives more accurate results for stresses 
or fluxes and is better suited for problems extending to infinity. Consequently, it is not 
surprising that the method has developed so rapidly in the last few years giving origin to 
a substantial number of works and scientific papers, many of them reported in the annual 
BEM Conference[3,9]. In addition a series of computer systems for the solution of elliptic 
problems have now become available to practising engineers. The most well known of these 
systems is BEASY[10] which is now widely used by many engineering companies in 
Europe, the U.S.A. and Japan. 
Advances have recently been made in the solution of nonlinear and time dependent 
problems using boundary elements[3-9], and some of this work has been published in a 
more definite form in the series Progress in Boundary Element Methods[l 1,12] and Topics 
in Boundary Element Research[13,14]. The present paper reviews some of the recent 
advances in the solution of time dependent problems, including parabolic[15] and 
hyperbolic[16] cases, trying to point out how these problems can be solved without 
using internal domains. The case of elastodynamics is discussed in more detail and a 
new procedure for forming the dynamics matrices in boundary elements using the 
boundary nodes will be reviewed, following the theory presented in Re'f. [17]. The 
technique can be applied to a wide range of time dependent problems, including eigenvalue 
and transient dynamic analysis in solids and fluid mechanics. It allows for dynamic 
problems to be treated in a similar manner as finite differences or finite elements, i.e. the 
problem can be reduced to a set of time dependent differential equations expressed in 
matrix form. The free oscillation problem can then be reduced to the solution of an 
algebraic eigenvalue problem. The main advantage of the new technique is that the 
boundary integrals need to be computed only once as they are frequency independent. 
Hence the procedure is very economic for eigenvalue solution when compared to the ones 
previously used in boundary integral equations. 
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2. PARABOLIC PROBLEMS 
One can start by considering a time dependent diffusion problem represented by the 
following parabolic equation, 
du 
V2u+b=~-7  in f2 (!) 
with the boundary conditions, 
u = ff on Ft 
q = 4 on F2 (2) 
where the dash represents known values. Conditions (2) can be generalized to mixed type 
but this will not be discussed here in detail to avoid complicating the problem at this stage. 
The interested reader can consult Ref. [15]. Initial conditions are that u0 be known in fl 
at the initial time to. :~ is a constant dependent on material properties. 
The simplest solution to this problem can be obtained by applying Laplace transforms 
to equations (1) and (2) and in that way remove the time dependency. Then the boundary 
integral equations can be solved in the transform space and an inversion performed to 
evaluate the solution on time. The technique is simple and elegant but is only suitable for 
well defined problems where the solution varies smoothly and hence it is difficult to apply 
for general engineering problems. Another possibility is to use finite difference in time to 
represent the right-hand side of equation (1) and apply a step-to-step procedure to advance 
the solution in time. This scheme requires the integration over the domain to take into 
consideration the initial conditions. It also has the disadvantage that no major savings in 
computer time can be expected when compared against similar schemes used in domain 
techniques. 
Wrobel and Brebbia[15] have investigated the use of boundary elements in time and 
space. Their approach employs time dependent fundamental solutions. They start by 
considering first the weighted residual expression corresponding to equations (I) and (2) 
with time as well as space distributions, i.e. 
,F du + b lu*  df~ dt 
/ 
= ~(q-~l )u*dFdt -  ~(u -~)q*dFdt  (3) 
0 2 0 I 
where u* and q* represents the potential and flux of the space and time dependent 
fundamental solution shortly to be defined, tF is the final time. Integrating twice by parts 
the term in V ~ and once with respect o time the du/dt term, one obtains the following 
statement after applying causality, i.e. 
; t tF ; f l (  ~U*~ fttF;• ot Wu*  +- -~)  u dgldt + 
0 0 
bu*dI2dt + fnu*u  dO0 
= o , ~tuq*df~dt-  o ~qu* dF dt. (4) 
One can now appreciate that the fundamental solution needed for this problem 
corresponds to the adjoint of the original equation, i.e. is the solution of 
c3u* 
~t V2u * + ~ q- ~ (~)¢5(tF) = 0. (5) 
Notice that the Dirac delta functions correspond to space (~) and time (tr). u* is an 
exponential type function on both variableswfor its explicit form see [15]--after substi- 
tuting the fundamental solution of (5) into (4) one obtains, 
ciui + ~uq* dF dt = ~tqu* dF dt + bu* d~ dt + Uo U* dfL (6) 
o o 0 
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Fig. 1.(a). First scheme. (b) Second scheme. 
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For the numerical solution of (6) the boundary F can now be discretized into elements 
with prescribed space and time interpolation functions. The domain fl can also be divided 
into a number of integration cells, although this is not always necessary. 
Two different approaches can be employed to solve equation (6). The first is to consider 
that one integrates over a sufficiently small time step (At = t F --to) over which the 
unknown functions can be assumed to vary on time in some simple manner--usually 
constant, linear or quadratic--this implies that the initial condition integral has to be 
recalculated at the beginning of each new time step and is represented schematically in Fig. 
l(a) as a translation of the axes with new initial conditions every time. The second 
procedure represented in Fig. l(b) always starts the time integral process at the initial time 
to and hence there is no need to compute initial value (which are domain) integrals after 
each step. Furthermore, if the initial conditions at the start of the process atisfy Laplace's 
equations the domain integral in equation (6) can be transformed into an equivalent 
boundary integral. In this case the integrals need still to be discretized in time as the 
interpolation functions for the variables are not applicable from time to to tF. This 
discretization, however, is simply the decomposition of the total integral with respect o 
time into a summation of integrals and does not imply computing any domain integrals. 
The two processes are completely equivalent from the point of view of accuracy of the 
results. Their computer efficiency however is different. Although the second process does 
not require domain integration, thus effectively reducing the dimensionality of the 
problem, the influence coefficients need to be recalculated for each time step since they 
depend, through the fundamental solution, on the actual value of time. For the first process 
however, they depend on the value of the time step itself and so if At is assumed to be 
constant hroughout he analysis these coefficients can all be computed only once and 
stored (the coefficients include those related to the domain integral). From these arguments 
one can conclude that in general the first procedure is computationally more efficient han 
the second, excluding the case of problems with regions extending to infinity...In spite of 
this the second approach is the one favoured by the authors for computer coding as it 
facilitates their use, i.e. it does not require the definition of any internal points. More 
recently a third approach, to be described in Section 4 has been proposed by Nardini and 
Brebbia [17] for time dependent problems. This new procedure to be described in more 
detail shortly can also be used for solving parabolic problems. 
3. THE SCALAR WAVE EQUATION 
The solution of the hyperbolic scalar wave equation can also be attempted using 
boundary elements. The equation to be studied first is of the form 
1 d:u 
V :u=~-  in f~ (7) 
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where c is the wave celerity. This equation requires a set of boundary conditions uch as 
those given by (2) and initial conditions defined by the function u and its velocity #u/c~t 
at time to. 
The integral statement can be obtained using weighted residuals, i.e. 
0 V2u p ~, )  u* d~dt  
= (q - 4 )u*  dr  dt - -  (u -- a )q*  dr  dt. (8) 
0 2 0 I 
Integrating by parts with respect o time and space and applying causality one finds the 
following equation. 
~-~ t u df~dt + u qdFdt -  uq*dFdt 
dto df~ \ o o 
1 fo 0u* Ou Idfl O. (9) = 
The fundamental solution for this case corresponds to the solution of 
1 O2u * 
V2U * -  - -  q- C~ (~)~ (IF) ----0. (10) c 2 0t 2 
This gives 
l( '[-[#u* u~'] dfl fr(u*q dt O. c"u' + c'~ Ja L~,-~' )o u° -- (~)o +fti' -q 'u)dF = (ll) 
The three-dimensional fundamental solution of (10) is expressed in terms of a Dirac 
delta function and after substitution i to (1) gives rise to the so-called Huygens principle 
or wave retarded potential formulation. A special feature of the three-dimensional analysis 
is that in principle no time integration is required. This simplification does not apply to 
the two-dimensional case which because of this has seldom been solved numerically. The 
examples in this paper however are for the two-dimensional case, for which the numerical 
implementation f equation (11) is rather complex. The solution proposed by Mansur and 
Brebbia [16] follows the same format as the second approach of Section 2, i.e. the time 
origin is always taken at the initial time to. This procedure is algebraically more complex 
but has the advantage from the users' point of view that it does not require any internal 
points. 
4. THE DUAL RECIPROCITY APPROACH FOR DYNAMIC MATRICES 
The above two procedure described for time dependent problems have some drawbacks; 
the first approach requires a domain integration at the beginning of each time step and 
the second produces a rather complex computational problem due to the difficulty of 
referring every intergral to the initial time when working with fundamental solutions 
varying in time and space. Because of this, recent work by Nardini and Brebbia[17] 
has concentrated on the representation f dynamic or mass type matrices in function of 
the boundary nodes. The resulting implementation of this new idea allows for wave 
equation problems to be treated in a similar manner as in finite elements, i.e. the problem 
is reduced to a set of time dependent differential equations expressed in matrix form. The 
free oscillations or vibration problem can then be reduced to the solution of an algebraic 
eigenvalue problem. The main advantage of the new approach is that the boundary 
integrals need to be computed only once as they are frequency independent, and static 
fundamental solutions can be employed to generate all matrices. Hence this procedure is
extremely economic when compared to the ones previously presented. The same technique 
could also be applied to parabolic problems. 
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The approach will be described here for the case of the steady state potential wave 
equation but once the dynamic or mass matrix is found it could be used to carry out a 
time integration procedure as well. 
The starting weighted residual statement for harmonic excitation is now, 
fa (V2u + ~ u) u* dfl = fr (q - #)u* dF - fr (U - a)q* dF. (12) 
Integrating the Laplacian by parts one obtains, 
V2u*+ ud~+ u*q -uq* )dF  =0. (13) 
Using the simple static fundamental solution for Laplace's equation the following equation 
is obtained 
ciu~= u*q dF - q*u dF +--~-f uu* dfl. (14) 
It is now proposed to transform the domain integral in the above equation into a 
boundary integral by using an approximation for the function u, such that, 
U m ot J f  j (15) 
with implied summation on j. One can now consider that the functions f J  are a pseudo 
source distribution and consequently can be associated with a pseudo-potential field ~ and 
its corresponding flux field t}. Theft  can be taken to be very simple functions, such as the 
distance between odes and hence can be easily integrated to yield the corresponding ~, 
states. This means that the inertial integral can be transformed using reciprocity once 
more as follows. 
c- T uu*df l=~-~U ciu~+ u*~JdF + q*fiJdF . (16) 
9 
The new boundary integrals on the right-hand side may appear to be difficult to solve 
but when the same type of interpolation functions are used for the pseudo field tJ and 
as for the actual field u and q, they produce the same H and G matrices as for the boundary 
terms in equation (14), i.e. the integrals in (16) give the same boundary integral type 
matrices H and G[1,2], 
[I-I O - -G  Q] {ct}. (17) 
To find the as one can consider the values of the f  j functions at the nodal points and 
obtain a system of algebraic equations, i.e. 
U = F"  
. ' . a fEU where E=F-  
Here the matrix representation 
integrals, i.e. 
where, 
of equation (14) can be 
CO 2 
HU-  GQ- -~-MU 
M -- (H O - G O)E. 
(18) 
written using only boundary 
(19) 
(20) 
To solve an algebraic eigenvalue problem one needs to rearrange the system of equations 
(20) by applying homogeneous boundary conditions on FI and F2. This finally gives 
(H' - co 2 M')U = 0 (21) 
which can be solved as usual. 
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The same procedure applies for time dependent problems for which a dynamic or mass 
matrix can now be found and the equations written in matrix form in terms of the 
acceleration. A standard time integration scheme can then be used. 
Experience with finite elements and finite differences has demonstrated that the 
representation f mass matrices can be approximated using simpler functions than those 
required for the stiffness part of the system. The above procedure and the numerical results 
obtained validate this experience for the cause of boundary elements. 
5. ELASTODYNAMICS USING THE DUAL RECIPROCITY APPROACH 
The use of the dual reciprocity approach in elastodynamics is particularly interesting as 
it is difficult otherwise to solve the problem using boundary elements without internal cells. 
The "impulse response in time domain"[l 6] for instance is a particular type of fundamental 
solution, which implies a unit impulse in an infinite domain. The resulting boundary 
integral equations are time dependent, so that in every time step all the integrals have to 
be recomputed, which makes the procedure too costly. This technique falls within the 
second type of approach discussed in Sections 2 and 3. 
It is also well known that an elastodynamics problem can be alternatively expressed in 
the frequency domain by employing a Laplace or Fourier transform. External influences 
have to be decomposed into a spectrum of different frequencies, for each of which an 
independent problem is solved. Since the resulting boundary integrals are frequency 
dependent, he amount of boundary integration performed is considerable. 
The approximate analysis described in Section 4 can be used for the general elasto- 
dynamics case. The procedure is similar to the one already described but the integral 
equations and fundamental solutions correspond now to the elastostatics ase rather than 
the Laplace equation form. Using this approach one can attempt o solve the case of 
forced transient vibrations as well as free vibrations. 
Following the steps described in Section 4, one arrives at the following system of linear 
differential equations 
HU+M1D=GQ (22) 
where U is the displacement vector, and Q the traction vector. H and G are the standard 
elastostatics matrices, while M is derived as 
M = p (H I~ - G Q) E (23) 
with p being the mass density (compare Section 4). 
The system of differential equations (22) is partitioned to enable the introduction of the 
two boundary condition types (prescribed isplacements on one part, tractions on the 
other), resulting in 
H' U., + M' 1~ s = G' Qs + H" Ui + M" 1~ (24) 
where subscripts 1and 2 refer to the different ypes of boundaries (essential and natural). 
From equation (24), three different ypes of dynamic analyses follow. 
Free vibrations 
The case of free vibrations arises in the absence of the external influences (Ui = 0, 
Qs = 0) therefore quation (24) is reduced to 
H' Us + M' 1~" 2= 0. (25) 
Solution to this equation is harmonic, hence 
~2 = - cos U2 (26) 
with co being the natural circular frequency. Substituting equation (26) into (25) yields 
H Us = co2 M Us (27) 
which is a generalized algebraic eigenvalue problem. 
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Forced response 
When external influences are confined to time dependent ractions Q,., while the 
supported part of the body is fixed (U~ = 0), equation (24) reduces to 
H' Uz + M'/3"z = G' Q2. (28) 
This system of equations can be solved by a direct time integration technique. 
Support excitations 
Although for this type of analysis, equation (24) could be applied directly (U, and ~ 
are known functions of time whilst Q2 = 0), it is also feasible to follow the usual 
procedure. Namely, if all points belonging to the F~ part of the boundary translate as a 
rigid body, the resulting volume forces in the relative coordinate system are given by 
b i = p a i (29) 
where at is the support acceleration i  the ith direction. Taking this into consideration, 
the dynamic equation (22) is augmented to 
HU+MI[3"= G Q+B (30) 
with elements of B being 
The resulting domain integral can easily be transformed to the boundary, so that volume 
integration eed not be performed. Taking into account hat in this case U~ = 0 and Q2 = 0, 
equation (30) yields: 
H' U2 + M' ~2 = B' (32) 
which can again be solved by a direct time integration technique. 
6. EXAMPLES OF APPL ICAT ION 
A large number of examples have been worked out in order to demonstrate the 
feasibility and accuracy of various approaches to the time dependent problems. Enclosed 
is a small selection of them. 
Example 1 
As a first example, the one-dimensional problem of constant heat flux applied to a 
semi-infinite solid was chosen. The material properties of the solid are assumed to be unity, 
as well as the applied heat flux per unit time. 
A FEM analysis of this problem was performed in Wilson and Nickell [18] using simple 
quadrilateral elements and assuming the temperature to vary linearly between time steps. 
Results for the surface temperature versus time are presented in Fig. 2. BEM analyses 
employing constant and linear time interpolation functions produced accurate results and 
showed no oscillation, as can be seen in the same figure. 
Example 2 
For problems with regions extending to infinity, BEM solutions are much more 
economical than finite element ones. In order to demonstrate his, the case of a circular 
opening in an infinite plane region, initially at zero temperature is studied next. The radius 
of the hole is unity, its ambient emperature equals - 10 and the material properties of 
the medium are also taken to be unity, for simplicity. 
The variation of the surface temperature with time is presented in Fig. 2 for various 
values of the heat transfer coefficient, and compared with an analytical solution. The 
agreement between the two solutions is very good. A time step of 0.5 was adopted and 
the analysis carried out until the surface temperature began to drop significantly. For 
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obvious reasons, only the second numerical approach described in this section was 
employed in this BEM analysis and, due to symmetry, only one-quarter of the interface 
between hole and medium was divided into 6 boundary elements. 
This problem was also studied using finite elements but since the finite element method 
is a domain-type t chnique, the infinite region had to be limited by a finite, non-conducting 
boundary. In order to achieve the same level of accuracy, a time step ten times smaller 
(At = 0.05) was required and the domain discretized into 70 triangular elements or 3 cubic 
isoparametric elements[19]. 
Example 3
Results obtained using the two-dimensional boundary element program were compared 
against analytical results for a one-dimensional rod under a Heaviside type forcing 
function. The boundary element solution considered a rectangular domain with sides 
of length a and b (b = a/2) as indicated in Fig. 4(a). The u-function represents the 
displacements which are assumed to be zero at x = a and their normal derivative q is taken 
as null at y -- 0 and y = b for any time. At x = 0 and t = 0 a load Eq is suddenly applied 
and kept constant until the end of the analysis--E is the Young's modulus of the material 
Due to the topology and boundary conditions the problem is actually one-dimensional and 
its analytical solution can be found easily. 
0 
i .,..% " .,.% 
• '- . / / f~ l /~ , , I  : % : . . . . . . .  j, u 
BE mesh 
10 - lo  
o 
FE meshes  
",-.....,, h = O. 2 
\ ~ Analytical 
°~. .~o , .  " h :  1 .0  • 8EM 
°'~--,e • 
%, h : 5.0 
I I I I I 
t 10 
Fig. 3. Discretization a d surface temperature of a cooling hole in an infinite domain. 
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ct 
Fig. 4. (a) Boundary conditions, geometry definitions and boundary discretization for the rod 
under a Heaviside forcing function. (b) Displacements at boundary points A (0, b/2), B (a/2, O) 
and C (3a/4, 0) for a one-dimensional rod. (c) Normal derivative of displacement a  point D (a, 
b/2) for a one-dimensional rod. 
The boundary was discretized into 24 linear elements using double nodes at the corners. 
The time was subdivided into equal intervals uch that, 
c At 
fl = / =constant 
where i is the length of an element. 
Figure 4(b) shows the BEM and analytical results at internal and boundary points. The 
order of accuracy of the BEM results is excellent. In Fig. 4(c) the normal derivative of u 
at point (a, b/2) vs ct is presented. Except for the presence of a comparatively small amount 
of noise boundary elements and analytical solutions are in good agreement. 
As expected it was found that care must be taken on the choice of fl in order to avoid 
noise, which although usually not critical for displacements, can be excessive for its 
derivatives or tractions. The value of # = 0.6 was found to be the optimum for this 
problem. 
The following three examples deal with problems in plane elastodynamics. The 
boundary element results were obtained using a procedure in Section 5 of this paper, the 
elements employed being three-noded, quadratic. For comparison purpose, the same 
examples have been worked out on a finite element program SAPV using very fine meshes 
of elements. 
Example 4 
The first four modes of free vibrations were computed for the plane structure shown in 
Fig. 5, (E/p = l05 and v = 0.25). The number of boundary elements employed was 24, and 
the resulting natural frequencies are compared to the ones obtained by a finite element 
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BEM:  2.429 
PEM; 2 .402  
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r'-- ~3  
1 t 
6.366 8.406 10.04 
6. 337 8.41 9 9.92 
Fig. 5. Free vibration modes and frequencies of a hollow square. 
model consisting of 180 nodes. The method used in this example, as in the following two, 
was the dual reciprocity approach described in Section 5. 
Example 5 
The arch shown in Fig. 6 (E = l05, p = l, v = 0.25) is subjected to a suddenly applied 
side pressure of intensity, varying along the arch, according to the cosine. Horizontal 
displacement of point A was plotted versus time as obtained by the present method on 
a 22 element model, and was compared to the finite element results (114 node model). 
Example 6 
A dam-like structure shown in Fig. 7 was subjected to harmonic excitations with the 
forcing frequency of 16 Hz, which is the mean of the first two skew-symmetric natural 
frequencies of the structure ( f l  = 11.04 Hz, f2  = 20.72 Hz). Results of horizontal dis- 
placements of the crest point, obtained by the boundary element model consisting of only 
12 elements were compared to the FEM results (124 node model). 
A 
- '5 .0  0.01 t ( s l  BE model  
Po(t)  ,L =_: 
0.12 
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Fig. 6. Forced vibrations of a thick arch. 
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Fig. 7. Transient response of a dam subjected to support excitations. 
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7. CONCLUSIONS 
This paper describes the application of boundary elements to solve time dependent 
problems governed by parabolic or hyperbolic equations. The work first concentrates on 
the solution of potential diffusion and wave propagation problems using the concept of 
distribution in time and space. Coupled to this a time matching procedure which does not 
require domain integration has been applied. This technique, pioneered by Brebbia, 
Wrobel and Mansur produces accurate and stable results. 
In spite of the above mentioned advantages, many practical applications do not require 
any time and space dependent fundamental solutions needed for implementing the above 
approach. One may, for instance by only interested in computing the free vibration 
frequencies of the system or to carry out a full step by step analysis. In this case it is more 
convenient o express the problems in terms of their mass matrices, which up to now has 
been difficult and expensive to formulate using boundary elements. Nardini and Brebbia 
[17] proposed a simple and elegant way of not using time dependent (or frequency) 
dependent fundamental solutions to account for the mass contribution the advantages of 
their approach consisted in that all integrations are carried out only on the boundary, 
considerably reducing the description of the problem and the subsequent computations. 
This approach, called the dual reciprocity method, has opened a new range of applications 
for the boundary element method in general wave propagation problems and more 
particularly in elastodynamics, which was especially complicated to solve using Brebbia 
and Mansur's previously mentioned procedure. Several examples are presented here that 
demonstrate the accuracy of the new method. 
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